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 [Note: All characters except Hal have been deliberately omitted for brevity and clarity.] The call from Walter Cronkite should
have been a pleasant one. As most of the world’s press watched the taping of The Green Lantern/Green Arrow Show, the

revered newsman asked the two heroes to sign a few autographs. Since their roles were so closely intertwined, the signing would
be spread over two appearances. Cronkite first invited the Flash to pose for pictures while Green Arrow remained seated. But

when Green Arrow approached the podium, he insisted on taking the autographs. The two men remained huddled over the table.
But as the newsman turned away, he spied a TV cameraman standing nearby. A cameraman’s work is never done. Cronkite

snatched up the camera, shot the Flash, then turned to Green Arrow with a knowing expression. “Oh no, Mr. Cronkite!” Green
Arrow exclaimed. “You can’t do that! He’s my guest!” While this particular quip was never aired, it is perhaps among the

clearest pictures we have of the Green Lantern/Green Arrow character dynamic. The producers chose to gloss over it, but this is
a role model’s version of the infamous “real men don’t cry” episode from the classic 1970s sitcom Mork & Mindy. The

Lantern/Arrow relationship is not nearly as well-documented as other superheroes, and it’s difficult to sift through what we do
know. Some of it is the series’ own fault. Though loosely based on the popular Green Lantern comic books, this new series was
conceived by writer-artist Barry Morrow and co-writer Chuck Dixon to showcase their feature film, Batman Beyond: Return of

the Joker. It’s certainly possible this influenced the storyline, which featured the villain reappearing in the present to wreak
havoc. Yet the story also had a different kind of logic: the comics are a staple of the DC Universe, while The Green

Lantern/Green Arrow Show was hardly known outside of fans. The show first aired in 2002, and it was surprisingly popular.
During the cartoon’s first season, only the CW network canceled it after only eight episodes. But the ratings went up each year.

With a solid base, WB gave the show a full-time series, and ended its 82157476af
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